
 

 

 

 

 

 

DeCoding the City: 

Reclaiming Spatial Production 

 

 

 

 

Studio 15 will explore the notion of urban Codes to develop proposals of spatial production. By spatial 

production we mean the creation of new spaces, new activities and new constructions in cities, but also 

new practices, new social and political relationships, new networks and new identities.  The work 

produced by the studio will critically question the current hyper-regulation of space and the production of 

architecture and urbanism, and search for tactics to reclaim the 'right to the city'.  This will be thought of 

from both the point of view of the citizen, their right to intervene and to make, and to occupy space, and 

the point of view of architecture, by questioning its role in the contemporary urban situation.   

 

The first task is to develop a shifting definition of urban code – what form do they take, what affects do 

they have, and so on.  We can identify many, many kinds of code that have relevance to architecture, 

too many to tackle comprehensively.  That though, is not the purpose here.  There is no single 

understanding of code, but interpretations and variations.  We will collaborate on compiling a dynamic 

database of spatial codes, so as to map out a territory, define a field of investigation, specific to 

ourselves as a group, and to our location of study.   This collection will explode the codes, investigating 

their mechanisms, their spatialities, economies etc.   

 

We will think about Legal Codes; Socio-cultural Codes: Ecological Codes; Economic Codes; 

Construction Codes; Professional Codes; Codes of representation; Language codes; Aesthetic codes; 

Design Codes...and others... 

 

We will then play with them, through observation; subversion; twisting; ignoring; exceeding; amplifying;  

understanding better; revealing...  

 

We will think about the politics of codes - who codes?  Who becomes codified?  Coding is an exertion of 

power, and therefore, in some cases, becomes hegemonic.   The idea of resisting and subverting codes 

is therefore a political one.   How can we critically think about the power that lies in codes and in the 

ways they are made real? We will compile examples of people subverting, ignoring or challenging 

codes, from different disciplines and cultural contexts.  This will entail working with ‘coders’  and ‘de-

coders’, from macro to micro scales and on formal and informal levels. 

 

Finally, your proposals for spatial production will be predicated on a principle of re-coding – breaking 

down regulations and seeing what can be done, creating things anew.  What gets created in the de-

coding process?  What, effectually, are broken codes?  Does a new code always emerge, or is it 

something else? 
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